
READY-FOR-ANYTHING OUTERWEAR

WOMEN'S MERIDIAN RAIN COAT

We made this jacket from our 
waterproof TEK2.5 fabric that 
actively repels wet weather 
while maintaining lightweight, 
breathable comfort. Then we 
added design lines in just-
right places for a flattering 
look and a cinched waist for 
even more style.

$159-169 DOWNLOAD IMAGES

WOMEN'S 3-SEASON BOMBER JACKET*

Light and classic for daily 
wear, with a soft fleece lining 
for extra warmth – our 3-
Season Bomber Jacket is the 
perfect style for staying in 
and stepping out.

$79 DOWNLOAD IMAGES

WOMEN'S SWEATER FLEECE FULL-ZIP 

JACKET Customers (and employees) 
love the rugged construction 
and heritage-inspired styling 
of our popular Sweater 
Fleece jacket. From high-
intensity activities to 
everyday tasks, you’ll reach 
for it again and again.

$89 DOWNLOAD IMAGES

WOMEN'S BOUNDLESS DOWN PUFFER VEST*

Bundle up in warmth and 
style — our new high-
collar puffer vest has all 
the cozy down warmth you 
expect, plus extra style for 
go-anywhere comfort.

$149-159
*NEW Product

DOWNLOAD IMAGES

https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/122084?epi=0&cid=00159914627&qei=318389275&utm_campaign=210307_story_TransitionalOuterwear_S&pcd=&qs=3152956&utm_medium=promotional_story_email&utm_source=LLBean
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/125102?page=womens-3-season-bomber-jacket-womens-regular&bc=&feat=3-Season%20Bomber%20Jacket-SR0&csp=a&searchTerm=3-Season%20Bomber%20Jacket&gnrefine=1*CATEGORY*Women%27s%20Clothing&pos=1
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/120713?page=womens-beans-sweater-fleece-full-zip-jacket-misses-regular&bc=&feat=WOMEN%27S%20SWEATER%20FLEECE%20FULL-ZIP%20JACKET-SR0&csp=a&searchTerm=WOMEN%27S%20SWEATER%20FLEECE%20FULL-ZIP%20JACKET&pos=1
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/125104?page=womens-boundless-down-puffer-vest-womens-plus&bc=518301&feat=518301-GN0&csp=a&pos=34


WFH IN STYLE & COMFORT

WOMEN'S HERITAGE WASHED DENIM SHIRT

A favorite jean shirt returns 
from our archives better than 
ever in rugged denim. 
Washed for lived-in softness 
and easygoing appeal, it 
works great on its own or as 
a layer.

$59.95 DOWNLOAD IMAGES

WOMEN'S TRUE SHAPE JEANS

Made from premium stretch 
denim, with state-of-the-art S 
GENE™ technology, the 
breakthrough fabric “remembers” 
its shape for superior retention. 
While the average recovery of 
other stretch denim is around 
70% (leaving plenty of room for 
bagging and sagging), True 
Shape recovers 93% of its original 
shape, ensuring a great fit all day, 
every day.

$69.95 DOWNLOAD IMAGES

WOMEN'S VENTURESOFT KNIT FULL-ZIP HOODIE*

Just when you thought 
sweatshirts couldn't get any 
cozier, we found this amazing 
fabric that takes comfort even 
further. It makes every day at 
home feel even better, plus it 
has moisture-wicking, quick-dry 
performance and the 50+ UPF 
sun protection we depend on 
for outdoor adventure.

$79 DOWNLOAD IMAGES

WOMEN'S VENTURESTRETCH WOVEN ANKLE PANTS*

Our most versatile pants 
yet combine the ease of 
stretch, moisture-wicking 
performance and abrasion-
resistance with styling that 
looks put together – and 
feels effortless.

$69.95-74 DOWNLOAD IMAGES
*NEW Product

https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/122142?page=ll-bean-heritage-washed-denim-shirt-long-sleeve&bc=12-27-607-502972&feat=502972-GN3&csp=a&pos=6
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/123874?page=womens-true-shape-classic-skinny-colored-jean-misses&bc=12-27-622&feat=622-GN1&csp=a&attrValue_0=White&pos=59
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/125185?page=womens-recharge-knit-full-zip-hoodie-womens-regular&bc=518301&feat=518301-GN0&csp=a&pos=21
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/125195?page=womens-athleisure-essential-ankle-pant-womens-petite&bc=518301&feat=518301-GN0&csp=a&pos=1


90s REVIVAL

WOMEN'S LAKEWASHED ORGANIC COTTON OXFORD 

SHIRT The most easygoing oxford 
ever in classic stripes pulled 
straight from our archives. 
This relaxed organic oxford 
shirt is made from the purest 
cotton - organically sourced 
and 100% certified - and 
washed for a super laid-back 
look and feel.

$59.95 DOWNLOAD IMAGES

WOMEN'S DOUBLE L® JEANS

Durability and softness come 
together in our women’s 
relaxed fit jeans. Cut for a 
generous fit, these customer 
favorites get better with every 
wear. And with construction 
details and features that 
measure up to other, more 
expensive jeans, they’re as 
big on value as they are on 
comfort.

$49.95 DOWNLOAD IMAGES

WOMEN'S COMFORT CORDUROY RELAXED SHIRT

Our most popular corduroy 
shirt ever returns in an even 
more flattering silhouette, 
with the incredibly soft feel 
of our original and the same 
great price. Now with 
convenient side pockets!

$49.95 DOWNLOAD IMAGES

We designed this easy-to-
pack windbreaker with a 
retro nod to our heritage 
and a superlight fabric that 
repels wind and water. It's 
a great layer to keep with 
you to fend off fickle 
weather.

$69.95 DOWNLOAD  IMAGES
*NEW Product

WOMEN'S STOWAWAY WINDBREAKER

https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/123871?page=lakewashed-organic-cotton-oxford-shirt-relaxed-stripe&bc=&feat=Lakewashed%20Organic%20Cotton%20Oxford-SR0&csp=a&searchTerm=Lakewashed%20Organic%20Cotton%20Oxford&pos=1
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/22383?page=double-l-jeans-relaxed&bc=12-27-622&feat=622-GN1&csp=a&pos=9
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/124462?page=comfort-corduroy-relaxed-shirt-long-sleeve-womens-regular&bc=12-27&feat=27-GN0&csp=f&pos=50
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/124199?page=womens-stowaway-shirt-pack-half-zip-colorblock-regular&bc=&feat=windbreaker-SR0&csp=a&searchTerm=windbreaker&pos=1

